Abstract
Introduction
Image segmentation and image registration are the two main basic tasks in image processing; they are important parts of machine vision, pattern recognition, and other areas. Registration and image segmentation exist from image arising, many researchers have proposed a lot of treatment, but because of the complex content of the image, and user needs vary, each method is often only applicable to a particular image or demand, making these two issues are still research hotspots in the image project [1] . In addition, Yezzi proposed registration and segmentation mixture model based on those linkages between registration and segmentation [2] . Mixture method has also become a hot issue in recent image processing. Partial differential equation, stochastic modeling and wavelet constitute a theoretical basis for image processing, compared to the other two models , the theory of partial differential equations has the following outstanding advantages: a) has a strong scalability, a variety of image processing theory can be well integrated under the theoretical framework of the partial differential equations; b) can be closely connected with multi-scale analysis and provide an efficient algorithm for a variety of image processing problems; c) has a good theoretical support, applied mathematics, differential geometry and other aspects of the theory results provide mature theoretical basis for new method [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The research based on image segmentation of partial differential equation and image registration methods has lasts for a long time and it is fruitful. Image segmentation method based on active contour model and image registration method based on optical flow field and other physical models are typical. This paper based on theory of partial differential equations, talking about specific issues in image segmentation and image registration, presents an improved method and effective solutions.
Partial differential equations based on image processing techniques originated in the earliest research on image smoothing and image enhancement by NagaoRudi, and the development milestones has to be attributed to Witkin and Koenderink which introduce the scale-space concept to partial differential equations [10] [11] [12] . Koenderink and within note that the multi-scale of image obtained by Gaussian filter is equivalent to isotropic
Partial Differential Equations

Theory of Partial Differential Equations
Partial differential equation in mathematics field refers to the partial derivative equation containing many unknown functions. When the equation is in the actual application, not only in the field of physics, but also in many practical problems and mathematics it closely related with the practical problems, and this equation abstracts these practical problems to get mathematical model. Based on processing purposes different models are used to achieve the desired results. Because the problems need to be solved by this equation are mainly from the physics, so it is also known as the mathematical physics equations. Many branches of theoretical physics and mathematics use the partial differential equations because of the increasingly close relationship between the various disciplines.
Image processing algorithms of partial differential equations inevitably have some drawbacks, including large amount of computation, manual handle needed to adjust the parameters. Based on its advantages of local self-adaptive, normative, and flexibility partial differential equations are widely used in the field of image processing, including segmentation, enhancement, registration, fusion and de-noising method. Image processing model based on partial differential equations can be divided into three categories: (1) the anisotropic diffusion equation method. The most famous equation is P-M equation, which is mainly based on partial differential equation model to deal with issues and experience purpose, determining the direction of diffusion and diffusion partial differential equations. (2) Model based on energy pan function, which is mainly through establishing the energy functional and seeking extremes to achieve the goals. (3) Geometric describing method, this method is mainly for modeling the evolution of curves and surfaces in image.
Heat Partial Differential Equation
Thermal diffusion equation was first introduced image processing for image denoising problem solving, and gradually formed a class of diffusion theory of partial differential equations based image processing method. In the field of partial differential equations it has a very important position, which is described in a particular area. The variation of temperature with time "Assuming heat conduction spread evenly in three-dimensional media such as the direction, then the heat conduction equation is as following: is the thermal conductivity function and function f is already known. If the media considered is not the entire space, in order to obtain a unique solution of the equation, u must be specified as the boundary conditions. If the medium is considered as the entire space, in order to get the unique, the growth rate of solutions must be assumed to have exponential upper bound.
Just like Gaussian function, solution of heat equation corresponds to the initial image as a Gaussian low pass filter, thus preserving the low frequency components of the thermal diffusivity of the initial image, to filter out high frequency component and the high frequency component including details and noise. "Because the heat equation is an isotropic, it is the diffusion equation. Although the heat equation is able to remove the noise but not well protected edges. 
Partial Differential Wave Equation
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Partial Differential Value Calculation
There are several methods for solving partial differential equations, and the most common methods including finite difference method, finite element method, finite volume method and finite difference method. Although the procedure is simple and less calculation, the applicability is poor. The method of this idea is mainly by using a differential equation to solved approach to solve differential equations, finite element method, while applicability. But the program is complex, and there are large amount of calculation and finite volume method. So in the image field, for PDE equation, finite difference method is generally used to solve this problem. Commonly used differential forms including:
First-order forward difference:
M e a n mn
Second-order backward difference:
First-order central difference: 
PDE-based Self-adaption Anisotropy Registration Model
Image Registration Model of Partial Differential
Image registration and segmentation are two basic tasks in the project, and has been researched separately as two separate problems for a long time, Bansal, Yezzi and other researchers noted that the registration process and image segmentation process can utilize each other and promote, and proposed coupled model which combined registration and segmentation. The basic idea is: to take full advantage of the two images on the evolution curve shape similarity to achieve mutual promotion registration and segmentation, which is shown in Figure 1 . On one hand, the similarity of target curve shapes on two images promote the changes of displacement field; on the other hand, action on the evolution curve in reference map through displacement field to facilitate the evolution of the curve in the figure. to maintain the discontinuity of the image, protect the information on the edge of the image, and use of non-quadratic penalty function to enhance the strength of the model. Noise problem is an important issue in image processing, although do Gaussian convolution towards data item can eliminate noise, but it will also cause image blur, in order to let the data item be able to protect the edges of the image while de-noising, this paper constraints the data item of two sub-type form, it means data item is defined as non-quadratic penalty function of constant constraint, and requires the penalty function has the ability to accelerate the smooth of continuous area, and the smooth of heterogeneous discontinuous region, therefore, this article a select nonlinear total variation model which has good well-posedness.
The above penalty function operate on data item, we can get the following data item of non-second penalty form
Self-adaption Anisotropy Regular Term
Horn model uses the Laplace operator as regular term, and Laplace operator can be decomposed into the diffusion of tangential direction and the normal direction according to local structure of the image. 
In fact, the weighted sum Laplace operator which can be decomposed into tangential and normal direction is the most classical diffusion operator. Therefore the regularization term of differential model is rewriting as
Wherein, α represents the size of the amount of diffusion along tangential direction; β represents the size of the amount of diffusion along normal direction. Obviously, the diffusion process is determined by the coefficient, so the structure of the regular item which has specific spread function, attributed to determine the problem about the size of α, β. In order to keep the edges of the image during the evolution process, the image evolution should maintain the diffusion of tangential direction, and inhibit the diffusion of normal direction; besides, during the registration process, consider protecting the corners not being diffused. Since the target sharp corner has a large gradient and curvature, and the character of target edge is large gradient, small curvature; while the noise location has large curvature, small gradient, gradient in smooth area is small, and the curvature is small, so α, β definition can take values as follows:
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Contour Model of Partial Differential
The most representative parametric active contour model is the snake model proposed by Kass et. al., I30] . The definition of the model is in a nearby region of interest with energy by minimizing the energy function to fit the image data, and the minimum of energy is to make the inside and outside curves and reaches a minimum weighted energy, wherein the internal energy of the curve described tension and smooth power. The external energy is determined by the image information, object boundary energy curve reaches a minimum, the model definition, spline curve is determined by the image information, which constraint shows the evolution curve, so that it stops at the boundary of the target. The two energies are defined as follows: . The energy functional minimization can be achieved by using differential, FEM, optimization and other methods. Snake model has been proven to be an efficient method to detect the outline, but there is some problems when the model is used for image segmentation:
(l) The initial contour is required to placed near at the boundary region, and the segmentation results are generally related to the position and shape of the initial contour; (2) non-topological variability is difficult in the recessed area divided image; (3) curve evolution is easy to converge to local minima or isolated at the edge, so to solve these problems, many scholars improved this model according to these short comings. Cohen join balloon force model, and by expanding the scope of the border to avoid looking into local energy pole value; Xu put forward a gradient vector flow snake model. This model of the image gradient field is approximate, and a new force constructed to achieve the division of the recessed area, but the complexity of this method is very high; Menet et. al., proposed the model B when discussing the snake model for the optimization process, especially for the problem of the first-order profile and two order derivative not be obtained accurately data; While A nit proposed dynamic programming algorithm to solve global optimal curve snake, numerical stability of the method, which could also exist the problem of high computational complexity.
Self-adaption Anisotropic Registration and Solution Based on Partial Differential Equations
In the differential optical flow field model, the adaptive penalty function can be set in the amount of optical flow model. In order to enhance the ability and Robusting of its model, the formula take data items (14) into the partial differential equation (15) to obtain the best energy pan function expression as follows: 
The energy functional corresponding equation is as follows:
first provide initial velocity field ( 0 u , 0 v ), here set the initial velocity field as 0, then do iterative solution, in each iteration, the solution for velocity field are calculated through the velocity field obtained from previous iteration calculation, the specific expression is 
Here, k is the iteration number,
is the relaxation coefficient, h is the step size. In formula (14) ,  ,  use formula (15) to get the solution; 
For first derivative j u and l u , this paper adopt the template which is similar to Sobel gradient operator to calculate, there is a certain kind of noise immunity in this template, which is able to estimate the value of image gradient better 
Experimental Simulation and Analysis
Registration Evaluation
The following experiment is for single-mode and multi-modal brain MR images, all experimental parameters take " , the basis of iteration termination judgment takes the maximum amount of displacement which is no more than 0.01. In each figure, contour curve is red. In addition, we compared the present model and representative Wang model. Quantitative analysis of segmentation result commonly uses Js. and De to measure; registration results use the average gray difference, MSE and mutual information for evaluation.
In this paper, we introduce edge-aligned degrees based on these three common evaluation parameters, in order to better detect the registration results about the edges of image. mn  is the pixel number. If the mean intensity subtraction is smaller, the registration would be better. 
Mean Intensity Subtraction
Mean Square Error
In it, V a r is the mean square error, if the Peak signal to noise ratio is larger, the better.
Alignment Metric of Edge
The concept of alignment metric is from the understanding of contents of two aligned images from human eyes; from microscopic point of view, this means that each gray level of an image at pixel location corresponding to another image gray level is stable most. The process of solving alignment metric is: that the number of pixel gray value is n ;
p n p n represent the pixel rate of which the pixel value is n in two images.
CW in the range   0 , 2 , use Kuang Yabin's infrared and visible image registration algorithm directly request reciprocal for CI, then get the alignment metric (AM), that is:
However, the range of alignment metric is too wide, so alignment metric in this article is:
Because when registration between two images, the value of alignment metric AM ' is the greatest.
Optical Flow Experimental of Rubik Chart
Rubik Chart is one of the most representative test charts of the optical flow field; first, choose this chart to validate the registration result of the model in this paper. Use Rubik Chart placed at an angle 2 (a) to be chart waiting registration. Rubik Chart rotates in certain angle 2 (b) as a benchmark figure, three models were used 100 times iterations. The results can be seen from Hom model 2 (c), Hom model results in blurred images quickly , as well as the edges of the image is difficult to distinguish; Registration result in Figure 2 (d) of Weickert model shows that the diffusion model defined by Weickert has enhanced ability to maintain the edge of the model, it is better than Hom method, but on the top of Rubik whose working speed is fast (fierce change of the performance of the image), image characteristics can not be effectively maintained and edges severely blurred; registration results of this model ( Figure 2 (e) ) shows that this model can maintain image features and applies to all forms of image motion, and has better adaptability on fast motion, and the registration accuracy is significantly better than the other two models. In Table 4.1 and Table 2 , the mean and variance of registration results in our model is minimum, which further explains the registration result of our model is the closest to reference image.
Figure 2. The Diffusion Model Defined by Weickert has Enhanced Ability to Maintain the Edge
Brain MR Image Registration
Brain MR Chart is the most representative figure of optical flow field experiment, this experiment choose two brain MR images to be an image waiting registration and the reference image, in the case of constant illumination, choose Horn model and Lucas-Kanade model for comparative experiment. Horn model and model of this paper do iteration for 30 times respectively, window size of Lucas-Kanade model is 5, 5 layers iteration deformation between two images, and optical flow vectors shown in Figure 1 , and then get the registration image which is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 Table 3 further illustrates the effectiveness of our model to deal with complex images. 
Different Pictures of Multi-modal Human Brain
The experiment realizes the registration of brain MR images of T1, T2 two modals and the segmentation of upper ventricles organization. Treat the clearer organization T1 picture as basic map (Figure 4 (a) ), and treat the fuzzy picture T2 to be segmented, the initial reference curve uses a known figure ventricle contour curve, as shown in 4 (b). Our model and the Wang model can overcome brightness inconsistencies, which can achieve the valid registration from T1 to TZ. The data in Table 1 adequately describes the registration result of our model is significantly better than the Horn model and the Lucas-Kanade model, and is closest to the reference image, the peak signal to noise ratio is also the largest, indicating that this model has better strength. In addition, because Horn model is fuzzy seriously, especially the edge of error is too large, resulting alignment metric is very small; while Lucas-Kanade model appears false information on edge position which cause the alignment metric is small as well; our model has the characteristic of self-adaptive anisotropic, so it protect edges on the registration process avoid being lost. Table 2 shows for brain MR images, this algorithm with other algorithms comparison of computing time. As can be seen by comparing, the computation time of this proposed algorithm is longer than the Horn model, than Lucas-Kanade model runs a short time. Mainly due to: 1) This article is a Horn model improvement in the data items and regular items on the design than the Horn model complexity; 2) Lu-cas-Kanade model is a hierarchical sub-window iteration, the window is smaller, the more stratified and more complex the model which is the Lucas-Kanade one of the drawbacks. As can be seen from Table 3 , this model greatly improved the accuracy, computing time and did not slow down too much, indicating that the algorithm is effective. Since the differential optical flow field model constructs regularization term starting from a smoothness constraint, so the evolution of image will inevitably result in blurring, the registration process is a process of iterations, therefore, the image with increasing number of iterations becomes smooth is an inevitable trend, results also reflect this phenomenon, Hom method is simple, fast, but can cause severe image blur; use edge enhanced model of WIckert on image registration, although able to keep an edge better than Hom model, but because the model is proposed for static noise images, so that the model can not achieve accurate registration on the part which change violently. The model in this paper uses anisotropic diffusion as a flow-driven regularization term, according to the local image structures to control the evolution of the image, the character of the image can be maintained well; data item uses non-quadratic penalty function which effects on the brightness constant assumption, and make the model suitable for brightness changes caused by various motion, and it is more robust.
Registration of Human Face Images
To validate our model is suitable for image with illumination changes, this experiment choose two face images for registration. Observe from Figure 5 , in Figure 6 illumination changed significantly, all three models were used 20 iterations, the obtained vector of optical flow field is shown in Figure 6 . Experimental results show that both the whole or partial view, Horn model seriously obscure the image, so that we can not recognize (see Figure 5 (c)), once again validate the limitation of the Horn model; the registration result of Lucas-Kanade model obviously loss the moving edges; our model has better retention ability to image detail, and the illumination image can be changed to achieve more Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC satisfactory results, the data in Table 4 further illustrate the registration result of this is the closest to the reference chart. Table 4 shows the comparison of the running time from our algorithm and other algorithms in the experiment of face image. The above results show this improvement is valid. 
Conclusion
With the continuous development of the partial differential equations theory and application, different image distribution of partial differential equations has become hot spots nowadays. This article is based on defectives of the optical flow image processing motion pull bits, like large errors, not clear image, vague and so on. Based on the partial differential adaptation, heterosexual image standard model is proposed and researched. So through the classification of partial differential equations models and applications of equation theories, the simulation experiments for different images' have been carried out, and the results show that when using the partial differential equations of the adaptive image, its image resolution has been significantly improved, reading take enough fast and accurate, which effective protect the tangential direction and inhibit diffusion directions, and successfully protected the edges and corners of the image.
